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Hello. I’m Gerry Wolff, the narrator for this video. For several years, I’ve been doing research in artificial intelligence, mainstream computing and cognitive science. About 1987, I began to see the possibility of developing a theory to simplify and integrate ideas across those areas. This eventually led to a detailed computer model, a book and several academic papers. Then my son, Daniel Wolff, suggested that the theory – now called the “SP theory of intelligence” -- might have some useful things to say about what is called “big data”. This led to another paper, published in the journal IEEE Access, a slide show, and this video. The paper may be downloaded via the website of CognitionResearch.org. 

The name “big data” is a shorthand for the huge and growing amounts of data now coming from science, commerce, government, meteorology, finance, and several other areas. Big data can contain valuable information and it can yield valuable insights, but there are several problems to be solved. For example, volumes of data are now so large that it can be difficult to process more than a small fraction of what is available, even with supercomputers. And that processing gobbles up large amounts of energy. In this talk, I’ll try to show how the SP theory can help to solve those problems and several others.There’s quite a lot in this video, so you may like to watch it in stages, with breaks in between. 



OVERVIEW 
■ Outline of the SP theory of intelligence. 

■ Problems with big data and potential solutions: 

■ Volume: big data is … BIG! 

■ Efficiency in computation and the use of energy. 

■ Unsupervised learning: discovering ‘natural’ structures in data. 

■ Transmission of information and the use of energy. 

■ Variety: in kinds of data, formats, and modes of processing. 

■ Veracity: errors and uncertainties in data. 

■ Interpretation of data: pattern recognition, reasoning, … 

■ Velocity: analysis of streaming data. 

■ Visualisation: representing structures and processes. 

■ A road map. 
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[1] I’ll start with an outline of the SP theory and then [2] I’ll describe several of the problems associated with big data, and how the SP theory may help in solving these problems. [3] The most basic problem is that big data is, well, BIG! This creates problems in storing the data, in managing it and in transmitting it from one place to another.[4] As I  mentioned at the beginning, efficiency in processing becomes an issue with large volumes of data. And there is the associated problem that large amounts of energy are needed.[5] A potential benefit of big data is that it may yield new knowledge and new insights – but only if we have effective systems for learning and discovery. Here, the word ‘unsupervised’ on the screen means that learning must be done from the data itself without the aid of any kind of “teacher’”. This is really essential with big data but, as a bonus, useful insights can be gained from this way of looking at things.[6] I have put in a separate section for transmission because there is potential for big gains in efficiency and big savings in energy by separating, quotes, “grammar” from, quotes, “encoding”, as will be explained.[7] A big headache with big data is the variety of different kinds of knowledge and the variety of different formats for each kind of knowledge, together with the fact that, normally, each kind of knowledge and each format for knowledge requires its own special mode of processing.[8] The slightly strange word “veracity” is used to mean errors and uncertainties in big data.[9] A major area of interest is interpretation of data, including such things as pattern recognition, reasoning, retrieval of information, and more.[10] In the context of big data, the word “velocity” means analysing data as it is received, instead of the more traditional style of analysing it in batches.[11] The last area to be discussed is the need for people to be able to visualise structures in big data and also to visualise processes of analysis or inference.



OUTLINE OF THE SP THEORY (1) 
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The SP theory 
is conceived as 
a brain-like 
system that 
receives New 
information and 
compresses it 
to create Old 
information .  
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Presentation Notes
The next few slides give an outline of the SP theory.This picture is intended to suggest how, in a broad view, the SP theory is designed to work like a brain that takes in “New” information via its senses and stores some or all of it as “Old” information. A central idea in the theory is that Old information is derived from New information via a process of information compression. This is the key to such things as unsupervised learning, pattern recognition, processing natural language, several kinds of reasoning, information retrieval, and more.



OUTLINE (2) 

■ The SP theory is designed to simplify and integrate concepts across 
artificial intelligence, mainstream computing, and human perception 
and cognition. 

■ The SP theory is the product of an extensive programme of 
development and testing via the SP computer model. This model 
also serves for demonstrating what can be done with the system. 

■ All kinds of knowledge are represented with arrays of atomic symbols 
in one or two dimensions. These are called “patterns”.  

■ All kinds of processing are done by compressing information: 

■ Via the matching and unification of patterns. 

■ More specifically, via the building of multiple alignments (next). 
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[1] As the first bullet says: “The SP theory is designed to simplify and integrate concepts across artificial intelligence, mainstream computing, and human perception and cognition.” This emphasis on simplification and integration is the central plank in the SP programme. It should not really require any explanation or apology because this is what science is meant to be about! But I believe it is fair to say that, in much of artificial intelligence, computer science and cognitive science, that basic idea has, to a large extent, disappeared from view. With some honourable exceptions, these areas of study have become fragmented into many sub-fields, with a myriad of different concepts.[2] A point that deserves emphasis is that the SP theory has not been dreamed up overnight: it has been developed and tested over a period of several years. Successive versions of the SP computer model have been an invaluable means of reducing vagueness in the theory, testing out ideas, and demonstrating what has been achieved. Many candidate ideas have bitten the dust when they have been exposed to the discipline of making them work in a computer model. [3] ALL kinds of knowledge are represented with arrays of atomic symbols in one or two dimensions. These are called “patterns”. [4] ALL kinds of processing are done by compressing information. In practice, that means finding patterns that match each other and merging or “unifying” patterns that are the same. More specifically, ALL kinds of processing are done via the creation of multiple alignments, like the one shown on the next slide.



AN SP MULTIPLE ALIGNMENT 
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In the SP system, the concept of “multiple alignment” is similar to that concept in bioinformatics but with important differences.This slide shows a typical multiple alignment produced by the SP computer model.The top row (row 0) contains a sentence: “t h e a p p l e s a r e s w e e t”. This is classified as a “New” pattern.Each of the other rows contains one “Old” pattern representing some kind of grammatical structure or word. The whole multiple alignment may be seen as a parsing or analysis of the sentence into its parts and sub-parts. For example, the phrase “t h e a p p l e s” has been identified as a noun phrase, marked with the letters “NP” in row 4. The whole sentence is identified as a sentence via the pattern shown in row 6.To create this example, the SP computer model was provided with a set of Old patterns like the ones shown in rows 1 to 8, together with the New pattern. From this information, it built several different multiple alignments, each one with a measure of information compression. That measure of information compression is how economically the New pattern could be represented in terms of the Old patterns. The multiple alignment that is shown here is best of those several different multiple alignments created by the model.In this example, one New pattern has been analysed in terms of some pre-existing Old patterns. In other cases, the SP model may be run with a set of New patterns and without any pre-existing Old patterns. In cases like that, the model creates its own Old patterns from the given set of New patterns. This is how the system learns.



OUTLINE (3) 

■ Prediction and probabilities: the SP system is 
fundamentally probabilistic because of the close relation 
between information compression and probability. 

■ Versatility: The SP system has strengths in several 
areas. 

■ Simplification and seamless integration of structures and 
functions because: 
■ All kinds of knowledge are represented with patterns. 

■ All kinds of processing are done via the creation of multiple 
alignments. 

■ SP-neural: The SP system may be realised with neurons. 
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[1] It has been recognised for some time that information compression is intimately related to concepts of prediction and probability. Because information compression is central in the SP system, that close connection means that the system is fundamentally probabilistic.[2] As one might expect from a system that is designed to simplify and integrate a range of concepts, the SP system is quite versatile. It has strengths in unsupervised learning, pattern recognition, natural language processing, several kinds of reasoning, information retrieval, planning, and problem solving. Naturally, the system also has strengths in information compression.[3] The SP framework can mean a simplification and seamless integration of structures and functions for two main reasons: First, because all kinds of knowledge are represented in a very simple format, namely SP patterns; And, second, because all kinds of processing is done via one system, which is the building of multiple alignments. [4] SP patterns may be represented with sets of neurons, rather like the “cell assemblies” proposed by Donald Hebb in 1949. It looks as if the whole SP system could be implemented using artificial neurons. The result would be very different from “artificial neural networks” that are popular in computer science.



VOLUME 

■ Problem: “Very-large-scale data sets introduce many 
data management challenges.” (National Research 
Council, Frontiers in Massive Data Analysis, National 
Academies Press, 2013, p. 41). 

■ Solutions: By compressing big data, the SP system 
yields: 
■ Direct benefits in storage, management and transmission. 

■ Indirect benefits via efficiency in computation and the use of 
energy, via unsupervised learning, via additional economies in 
transmission and the use of energy, via assistance in the 
management of errors and uncertainties in data, and via 
processes of interpretation. 
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[1] One of the main problems with big data is that it is, well, BIG! As the US National Research Council says: “Very-large-scale data sets introduce many data management challenges.”[2] Because information compression is central in how the SP system works, it can make big data smaller. This can help in two main ways:[3] First, there are direct benefits: if big data is smaller, it is easier to store, it is easier to manage, and it is easier to transmit from one place to another.[4] Second, there are indirect benefits described elsewhere in this talk. They include more efficient computation, less use of energy, unsupervised learning, assistance in the management of errors and uncertainties in data, and processes of interpretation such as pattern recognition, reasoning, and so on.



EFFICIENCY IN COMPUTATION AND THE USE 
OF ENERGY (1) 

■ Moore’s Law: “... we’re reaching the limits of our ability to make [gains in 
the capabilities of CPUs] at a time when we need even more computing 
power to deal with complexity and big data. And that's putting unbearable 
demands on today’s computing technologies—mainly because today’s 
computers require so much energy to perform their work.” (John E Kelly III 
& Steve Hamm, Smart Machines: IBM's Watson and the Era of Cognitive 
Computing. New York: Columbia University Press, 2013, p. 9). 

■ Energy: “The human brain is a marvel. A mere 20 watts of energy are 
required to power the 22 billion neurons in a brain that’s roughly the size of 
a grapefruit. To field a conventional computer with comparable cognitive 
capacity would require gigawatts of electricity and a machine the size of a 
football field. So, clearly, something has to change fundamentally in 
computing for sensing machines to help us make use of the millions of 
hours of video, billions of photographs, and countless sensory signals that 
surround us. ... Unless we can make computers many orders of magnitude 
more energy efficient, we’re not going to be able to use them extensively as 
our intelligent assistants.” (Kelly & Hamm, pp. 75 & 88). 
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Big data is drawing attention to two growing problems in computing: the problem of processing data efficiently and the large amounts of energy needed for that processing. This is described rather well in the book called “Smart Machines” by John Kelly and Steve Hamm from IBM.[1] As it says on the slide: “... we’re reaching the limits of our ability to make [gains in the capabilities of CPUs] at a time when we need even more computing power to deal with complexity and big data. And that's putting unbearable demands on today’s computing technologies—mainly because today’s computers require so much energy to perform their work.”[2] The same authors say: “The human brain is a marvel. A mere 20 watts of energy are required to power the 22 billion neurons in a brain that’s roughly the size of a grapefruit. To field a conventional computer with comparable cognitive capacity would require gigawatts of electricity and a machine the size of a football field. So, clearly, something has to change fundamentally in computing for sensing machines to help us make use of the millions of hours of video, billions of photographs, and countless sensory signals that surround us. ... Unless we can make computers many orders of magnitude more energy efficient, we’re not going to be able to use them extensively as our intelligent assistants.”



EFFICIENCY (2) 

■ In the SP theory, a process of searching for matching 
patterns is central in all kinds of ‘processing’ or 
‘computing’. 

■ This means that anything that increases the efficiency of 
searching will increase computational efficiency and, 
probably, cut the use of energy: 
■ Reducing the volume of big data.  

■ Exploiting ***probabilities***.  

■ Cutting out some searching. 

■ There may also be savings: 
■ Via a synergy with data-centric computing. 

■ Via efficiency in transmission of information (later). 
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This slide is about how the SP system can promote computational efficiency and cut the use of energy in computing.[1] In the SP theory, a process of searching for matching patterns is central in ALL kinds of “processing” or “computing”[2] This means that anything that increases the efficiency of searching will increase computational efficiency. That in turn is likely to mean cuts in the use of energy.As we will see in the following slides, we can make gains by reducing the volume of big data, by exploiting probabilities, and by cutting out some searching. The second of these has been highlighted because it is likely to be significant.[3] In the SP system, there is also potential for gains in efficiency via “data-centric” computing, which means bringing “processing” closer to “data”. And, as we shall see in a later slide, there is also potential for big gains in efficiency in the transmission of information.



EFFICIENCY VIA REDUCTIONS IN 
VOLUME 

■ Information compression is central in how the SP system 
works: 
■ Reducing the size of big data. 

■ Reducing the size of search terms. 

■ Both these things can increase the efficiency of 
searching, meaning gains in computational efficiency and 
cuts in the use of energy. 
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[1] Because information compression is central in how the SP system works, it will reduce the size of big data and will also reduce the size of search terms.[2] Both these things can increase the efficiency of searching, meaning gains in computational efficiency and cuts in the use of energy.



EFFICIENCY VIA PROBABILITIES 

■ “If we want to find some strawberry jam, our search is 
more likely to be successful in a supermarket than it 
would be in a hardware shop or a car-sales showroom.” 

■ Statistical knowledge flows directly from:  
■ Information compression in the SP system and  

■ The intimate connection between information compression and 
concepts of prediction and probability. 

■ There is great potential to cut out unnecessary searching, 
with consequent gains in efficiency. 

■ Potential for savings at all levels and in all parts of the 
system and on many fronts in its stored knowledge. 
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This slide has been marked with a red star because of its potential importance. There is potential for big cuts in the use of energy in computing by exploiting probabilities.[1] As it says on the slide: “If we want to find some strawberry jam, our search is more likely to be successful in a supermarket than it would be in a hardware shop or a car-sales showroom.”This may seem too simple and obvious to deserve comment but it illustrates the extraordinary knowledge that most people have of an informal “statistics” of the world that we inhabit, and how that knowledge may help us to minimise effort.[2] In the SP system, there is no need for some special process to gather statistical knowledge. This is because the system is dedicated to compression of information and because of the close connection between information compression and concepts of probability.  As a by-product of how the system works, it builds a detailed statistical knowledge of its environment.[3] There is great potential to cut out unnecessary searching, with consequent gains in efficiency.[4] There is potential for savings at all levels and in all parts of the system and on many fronts in its stored knowledge.



EFFICIENCY VIA A SYNERGY WITH DATA-
CENTRIC COMPUTING AND CUTTING OUT 

SOME SEARCHNG 
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■ In SP-neural, SP 
patterns may be 
realised as neuronal 
pattern assemblies. 

■ There would be close 
integration of data and 
processing, as in data-
centric computing (Kelly 
& Hamm). 

■ Direct connections may 
cut out some searching. 
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As was mentioned earlier, SP patterns may be represented using groups of neurons, rather like Donald Hebb’s “cell assemblies”. The slide shows some examples and how they may be connected together.If this kind of scheme can be worked out, it may help to improve efficiencies in two different ways:It would bring “processing” closer to “data”, as in “data-centric” computing. This is likely to increase the efficiency of computers and reduce the use of energy in computing, as described in the book “Smart Machines”, .By creating direct connections between one structure and another, this scheme may lead to gains in efficiency by cutting out some searching altogether.  



UNSUPERVISED LEARNING 
■ “While traditional computers must be programmed by humans to perform 

specific tasks, cognitive systems will learn from their interactions with data 
and humans and be able to, in a sense, program themselves to perform new 
tasks.” (Kelly & Hamm, p. 7). 

■ The SP programme of research grew out of earlier research developing 
computer models of language learning. 

■ But because of the new goals of simplification and integration, a radically new 
structure has been needed. This is the multiple alignment framework. 

■ Information compression, or “minimum length encoding” remains the key. 

■ The SP computer model has already demonstrated an ability to discover 
generative grammars, including segmental structures, classes of structure, 
and abstract patterns. 

■ There is potential to learn other kinds of structure such as class hierarchies, 
part-whole hierarchies, and their integration. 

■ From a body of information, I, the products of learning are: a grammar (G) 
and an encoding (E) of I in terms of G (next). 
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[1] In their book, Kelly & Hamm describe the essentials of unsupervised learning. They say: “While traditional computers must be programmed by humans to perform specific tasks, cognitive systems will learn from their interactions with data and humans and be able to, in a sense, program themselves to perform new tasks.” This kind of learning is called “unsupervised” because there is nothing like a “teacher”. Most of our learning is done like this and there is no alternative with big data. If we do have the help of a teacher, that can be seen as a special case of unsupervised learning.[2] The SP programme of research grew out of earlier research developing computer models of language learning.[3] But because of the new goals of simplification and integration, it has not been possible to use the old models in the new research. A radically new structure has been needed. This is the multiple alignment framework.[4] In both the old and the new frameworks, information compression, also known as “minimum length encoding”, is the key.[5] The SP computer model, with the multiple alignment framework, has already demonstrated an ability to discover generative grammars, including segmental structures, classes of structure, and abstract patterns.[6] There is potential to learn other kinds of structure such as class hierarchies, part-whole hierarchies, and their integration.[7] When the system learns from a body of information called “I”, the products of learning are in two parts: a “grammar” (which we may refer to as “G”) and an “encoding” of I in terms of G, which we may refer to as “E”.



THE PRODUCTS OF LEARNING 
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These graphs shows how things change as the SP computer model learns from a set of 8 sentences:The plot marked “O” shows cumulative measures of the sizes of successive sentences. It increases steadily from left to right.The plot marked “G” shows cumulative measures of the sizes of G; and the plot marked “E” does the same thing for E. Both of them increase from left to right but much more slowly than the plot marked “O”. Notice that the values for E are much lower than corresponding values for G.The plot marked “T” is the sum of the plots for G and E.The plot marked “T/O” shows values for the ratio of T and O, a measure of the information compression achieved by the model as it learns. The values fall steadily from left to right, meaning progressively increasing levels of compression.



TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION 
■ “To control costs, designers of the [DOME] computing system have 

to figure out how to minimize the amount of energy used for 
processing data. At the same time, since so much of the energy in 
computing is required to move data around, they have to discover 
ways to move the data as little as possible.” (Kelly & Hamm, p. 65). 

■ The SP system can increase the efficiency of 
transmission: 
■ By making big data smaller (“Volume”). 

■ By separating grammar (G) from encoding (E), as in some 
dictionary techniques and analysis/synthesis schemes (next 
slide). 

■ Efficiency in transmission can mean cuts in the use of 
energy. 
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[1] Kelly & Hamm say: “To control costs, designers of the [DOME] computing system have to figure out how to minimize the amount of energy used for processing data. At the same time, since so much of the energy in computing is required to move data around, they have to discover ways to move the data as little as possible.”The DOME computing system is the system developed to process the huge volumes of data that will come from the “Square Kilometre Array”, a distributed radio telescope to be constructed in Africa and Australia.[2] The SP system can increase the efficiency of transmission by making big data smaller and, as we shall see on the next slide, by separating “grammar” (G) from “encoding” (E). [3] Of course, gains in efficiency in the transmission of information will normally mean cuts in the use of energy.



SEPARATING GRAMMAR (G) FROM ENCODING (E) 
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The scheme described here is a version of a “dictionary” or “analysis/synthesis” scheme but with some advantages that will be described.In the first phase, shown in the top half of the slide, a body of big data, which we may call “I”, is processed via unsupervised learning in the SP system to create a grammar or G for the data. An example of the kind of data that might be processed would be a collection of TV programmes. G would be largely a record of the redundancies in I, including repetition of information that is often found across sequences of frames of TV programmes. Likewise, it would record the sequential redundancies typically found in speech, music and other kinds of sound.This process of creating a grammar for TV programmes would require quite a lot of computation, probably using a supercomputer. But it need not be done very often.In the second phase, a particular TV programme, such as the TV news, would be transmitted from the TV company, playing the role of “Alice” and it would be received by many viewers, each one playing the role of “Bob”. Instead of transmitting the TV news in the conventional way, it would be processed using G to create an encoding of the programme, shown on the slide as E. Only E would be transmitted. At the receiving end, the TV news would be recreated using both E and G. This may be done without any loss of information or any loss of quality in the TV programme.Although this scheme requires the creation of a grammar and includes processes for encoding and decoding the data, it is likely to mean a substantial net gain in efficiency because the E that is transmitted for each TV programme is likely to be very much smaller than the given TV programme, even if that programme has been compressed in the conventional way. 



POTENTIAL ADVANTAGES OF SP SYSTEM IN 
TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION  

■ The relative simplicity of a focus on the matching and 
unification of patterns. 

■ The system aims to discover structures that are, quotes, 
“natural”. This brain-inspired “DONSVIC” principle can 
mean relatively high levels of information compression.  

■ There is potential for G to include structures not 
recognised by most compression algorithms, such as:  
■ Generic 3D models of objects and scenes. 

■ Generic sequential redundancies across sequences of frames. 
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In connection with the transmission of information, the SP system has some potential advantages compared with alternatives.[1] The whole system is founded on the very simple principle that redundancies can be detected and removed via the matching and unification of patterns.[2] The system aims to discover structures that are, quotes, “natural”. This brain-inspired “DONSVIC” principle can mean relatively high levels of information compression.[3] There is potential for the grammar, G, to include structures not recognised by most compression algorithms, such as: Generic 3D models of objects and scenes, and Generic sequential redundancies across sequences of frames.



VARIETY (1) 
■ “The manipulation and integration of heterogeneous data from 

different sources into a meaningful common representation is 
a major challenge.” National Research Council, Frontiers in 
Massive Data Analysis, National Academies Press, 2013, p 
76. 

■ “Over the past decade or so, computer scientists and 
mathematicians have become quite proficient at handling 
specific types of data by using specialized tools that do one 
thing very well. ... But that approach doesn't work for complex 
operational challenges such as managing cities, global supply 
chains, or power grids, where many interdependencies exist 
and many different kinds of data have to be taken into 
consideration.” (Kelly & Hamm, p. 48). 
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The problem of variety with big data is highlighted in the following two quotes.[1] The US National Research Council says: “The manipulation and integration of heterogeneous data from different sources into a meaningful common representation is a major challenge.”[2] Kelly & Hamm say: “Over the past decade or so, computer scientists and mathematicians have become quite proficient at handling specific types of data by using specialized tools that do one thing very well. ... But that approach doesn't work for complex operational challenges such as managing cities, global supply chains, or power grids, where many interdependencies exist and many different kinds of data have to be taken into consideration.”



VARIETY (2) 
■ Diverse kinds of data: the world’s many languages, spoken or written; 

static and moving images; music as sound and music in its written 
form; numbers and mathematical notations; tables; charts; graphs; 
networks; trees; grammars; computer programs; and more. 

■ There are often several different computer formats for each kind of 
data. With images, for example: JPEG, TIFF, WMF, BMP, GIF, EPS, 
PDF, PNG, PBM, and more. 

■ Adding to the complexity is that each kind of data and each format 
normally requires its own special mode of processing. 

■ THIS IS A MESS! It needs cleaning up. 

■ Although some kinds of diversity are useful, there is a case for 
developing a universal framework for the representation and 
processing of diverse kinds of knowledge (UFK). 
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Here is some more about the problem of variety in big data.[1] Some of the variety of different kinds of data includes:  the world’s many languages, in spoken or written form; static and moving images; music as sound and music in its written form; numbers and mathematical notations; tables; charts; graphs; networks; trees; grammars; computer programs; and more.[2] There are often several different computer formats for each kind of data. With images, for example, formats include: JPEG, TIFF, WMF, BMP, GIF, EPS, PDF, PNG, PBM, and more.[3] Adding to the complexity is that each kind of data and each format normally requires its own special mode of processing.[4] As it says on the slide: THIS IS A MESS! I believe that at some stage in the future, people will look back at today’s muddle as a quaint aberration from the past, rather in the same way that we now view the practice of bleeding sick people in the belief that it will make them better.[5] We wouldn’t want to get rid of all the variety. For example, most natural languages are important for cultural and social reasons, and ancient texts will remain as ancient texts regardless of modern reforms. But otherwise, I believe there is a strong case for developing a universal framework for the representation and processing of diverse kinds of knowledge which may be referred to in short as a “UFK”.



VARIETY (3) 

■ Potential benefits of a UFK in: ● Learning structure in data (next slide); 
● Interpretation of data; ● Data fusion; ● Understanding and translation of 
natural languages; ● The semantic web and internet of things; ● Long-term 
preservation of data; ● Seamless integration in the representation and 
processing of diverse kinds of knowledge. 

■ The human brain seems to function as a UFK:  

■ Everything is done with neurons;  

■ One part of the brain can take over the role of another part;  

■ Most concepts are an amalgam of diverse kinds of knowledge (which 
implies some uniformity in the representation and processing of 
diverse kinds of knowledge). 

■ The SP system is a good candidate for the role of UFK because of 
its versatility in the representation and processing of diverse kinds 
of knowledge. 
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[1] Without going into a lot of detail, a UFK can be helpful in several areas including: learning structure in data (which will be described in the next slide); interpretation of data; data fusion; understanding and translation of natural languages; the semantic web and internet of things; long-term preservation of data; and seamless integration in the representation and processing of diverse kinds of knowledge.[2] The human brain seems to function as a UFK. The main reasons are:The whole brain is made of one kind of tissue, which is neurons and connections between them. It is true that there are variations in details from one part to another but this does not alter the general picture.There is evidence that one part of the brain can take over the role of another part;A typical concept, such as the concept of a “car”, is an amalgam of different kinds of knowledge, including visual knowledge, sounds, touch, smell, and so on.  This implies some uniformity in the representation and processing of different kinds of knowledge.[3] The SP system is a good candidate for the role of UFK because of its versatility in the representation and processing of diverse kinds of knowledge.



HOW VARIETY HINDERS LEARNING 

■ Discovering the association between lightning and 
thunder is likely to be difficult when: 
■ Lightning appears in big data as a static image in one of several 

formats; or in a moving image in one of several formats; or it is 
described, in spoken or written form, as any one of such things as 
“firebolt”, “fulmination”, “la foudre”, “der Blitz”, “lluched”, “a big 
flash in the sky”, or indeed “lightning”. 

■ Thunder is represented in one of several different audio formats; 
or it is described, in spoken or written form, as “thunder”, “gök 
gürültüsü”, “le tonnerre”, “a great rumble”, and so on. 

■ If learning and discovery processes are going to work 
effectively, we need to get behind these surface forms 
and focus on the underlying meanings. This can be done 
using a UFK. 
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Here is one example of a problem arising from variety and how the SP system may help to solve it.[1] Discovering the association between lightning and thunder is likely to be difficult when:[2] Lightning appears in big data as a static image in one of several formats; or in a moving image in one of several formats; or it is described, in spoken or written form, as any one of such things as a “firebolt”, “fulmination”, “la foudre” (in French), “der Blitz” (in German), “lluched” (in Welsh), “a big flash in the sky”, or even “lightning”.[3] Thunder is represented in one of several different audio formats; or it is described, in spoken or written form, as “thunder”, “gök gürültüsü” (in Turkish), “le tonnerre” (in French), “a great rumble”, and so on.[4] If learning and discovery processes are going to work effectively, we need to get behind these surface forms and focus on the underlying meanings. This can be done using a UFK.



VERACITY (1) 

■ “In building a statistical model from any data source, one must often 
deal with the fact that data are imperfect. Real-world data are 
corrupted with noise. … Measurement processes are inherently 
noisy, data can be recorded with error, and parts of the data may be 
missing.” (NRC, p. 99).  

■ “Organizations face huge challenges as they attempt to get their 
arms around the complex interactions between natural and human-
made systems. The enemy is uncertainty. In the past, since 
computing systems didn’t handle uncertainty well, the tendency was 
to pretend that it didn’t exist. Today, it is clear that that approach 
won’t work anymore. So rather than trying to eliminate uncertainty, 
people have to embrace it.” [Kelly & Hamm, pp. 50-51]. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In connection with big data, “veracity” refers to possible errors and uncertainties in data. Here are a couple of relevant quotes.[1] The US National Research Council says:  “In building a statistical model from any data source, one must often deal with the fact that data are imperfect. Real-world data are corrupted with noise. … Measurement processes are inherently noisy, data can be recorded with error, and parts of the data may be missing.”[2] Kelly & Hamm say: “Organizations face huge challenges as they attempt to get their arms around the complex interactions between natural and human-made systems. The enemy is uncertainty. In the past, since computing systems didn’t handle uncertainty well, the tendency was to pretend that it didn’t exist. Today, it is clear that that approach won’t work anymore. So rather than trying to eliminate uncertainty, people have to embrace it.”



VERACITY (2) 
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In tasks such as parsing or pattern 
recognition, the SP system is robust in 
the face of errors of omission, addition, 
or substitution.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because the SP system is fundamentally probabilistic, it can help in the management of errors and uncertainties in data.[1] First, in tasks such as parsing or pattern recognition, the system is robust in the face of errors of omission, addition, or substitution.This can be seen in a multiple alignment [2] like the one we saw earlier. Here the sentence in row 0 is the same as before but it contains errors of omission, addition and substitution: there is an extra ‘x’ in the word ‘t h e’, an ‘l’ is missing from the word ‘a p p l e s’, and ‘k’ has been substituted for ‘w’ in the word ‘s w e e t’. In spite of these errors in the sentence to be parsed, the best multiple alignment that has been created by the system is the one that most people would judge to be, quotes, “correct”.



VERACITY (3) 
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■ When we learn a first language (L): 
■ We learn from a finite sample. 
■ We generalise (to L) without over-

generalising. 
■ We learn ‘correct’ knowledge despite 

‘dirty data’.  
■ For any body of data, I, principles of 

minimum-length encoding provide the 
key:  

■ Aim to minimise the overall size of G and E. 
■ G is a distillation or ‘essence’ of I, that excludes most ‘errors’ and 

generalises beyond I. 
■ E + G is a lossless compression of I including typos etc but without 

generalisations. 
■ Systematic distortions remain a problem. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surprising as it may sound, principles that have been developed to explain how we learn a first language may be applied directly to other areas, including the management of errors and uncertainties in big data.[1] This Venn diagram shows categories of things involved in the learning of a first language. We’ll refer to that first language as “L”.The smallest envelope represents the large but finite sample of language that is the basis for our learning.The middle-sized envelope represents all the utterances that belong in L. It is infinitely large.The largest envelope represents all possible utterances, including many that are not in L. Again, this set is infinitely large.Notice that the smallest envelope includes an area marked as “dirty data”. This includes all the “wrong” utterances that children hear, including grammatical errors, stutters, false starts, repetitions, and so on. [2] When we learn a first language:[3] We learn from the finite sample in the smallest envelope, including the “dirty data”.[4] We generalise from the finite sample to the infinite number of utterances in L. This done without over-generalisation, except in the early stages of language learning. [5] We develop an accurate sense of what does and does not belong in our native language, in spite of the fact that we are learning from a sample that includes dirty data.There are two main puzzle here: How is it that we can learn successfully despite the fact that what we are hearing is polluted with dirty data?How is it that we can generalise correctly without over-generalising? Without going into a lot of detail, the weight of evidence is that children can do these things without the aid of any kind of, quotes, “teacher” to correct their errors.[6] There is evidence that both problems can be solved via information compression, also known as the principle of minimum length encoding. That principle is quite general and applies to any kind of data, including big data.[7] The basic idea is to try to minimise the overall size of G and E for any given body of information, I.[8] Then, G may be seen as a distillation or “essence” of I and would normally exclude typos, misprints and other errors of that kind. Normally, it will also generalise beyond I, to predict things that did not appear in I.[9] E, together with G,  represents lossless compression of I. It includes all those typos, misprints and the like, and it does not generalise beyond what is in I.For any given area of application, users can choose whether to focus on G which may be seen as a cleaned-up version of I, or to stick with the warts-and-all record contained in E + G.[10] Although these principle can be helpful in weeding out haphazard errors like typos, they are not proof against systematic distortions in data. In the same way that people can be deceived by an often-repeated lie, any kind of probabilistic computing system is likely to be vulnerable to repeated inaccuracies in big data



INTERPRETATION OF DATA 
■ In the SP system, interpretation of a body of data, I, 

means processing it in conjunction with a pre-established 
grammar, G, to create multiple alignments (and E). 

■ Depending on the nature of I and G, interpretation may 
be seen as: 
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■ Pattern recognition; 

■ Information retrieval;  

■ Parsing or production of 
natural language; 

■ Translation from one 
representation to another; 

■ Scanning big data for 
pre-defined patterns; 

■ One of several different 
kinds of reasoning; 

■ Planning; 

■ Problem solving. 

■ The SP system has strengths in all these areas. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[1] In the SP system, interpretation of a body of data, I, means processing it in conjunction with a pre-established grammar, G, to create multiple alignments. It will also produce an encoding, E. Often, I would be a relatively small piece of New information. But I may be a body of big data and G may be an abstract description of things to be identified in I.[2] Depending on the nature of I and G, interpretation may be seen as pattern recognition, information retrieval, parsing or production of natural language, translation from one representation to another, scanning big data for pre-defined patterns, one of several different kinds of reasoning, planning, or problem solving.[3] The SP system as strengths in all these areas.



VELOCITY 
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■ In the context of big 
data, “velocity” means 
the analysis of 
streaming data as it is 
received.  

■ “This is the way humans 
process information.” 
(Kelly & Hamm, p. 50). 

■ This style of analysis is 
at the heart of how the 
SP system has been 
designed (right). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[1] In the context of big data, “velocity” means the analysis of streaming data as it is received. This can help to spread the load on computers.[2] As Kelly & Hamm say: “This is the way humans process information.”[3] As suggested by the figure on the right, this style of analysis is at the heart of how the SP system has been designed.



VISUALISATION 
■ “... methods for visualization and exploration of complex and vast 

data constitute a crucial component of an analytics infrastructure.” 
(NRC, p. 133). 

■ “[An area] that requires attention is the integration of visualization 
with statistical methods and other analytic techniques in order to 
support discovery and analysis.'' [NRC, p. 142]. 

■ The SP system is well suited to visualisation for these reasons: 

■ Transparency in the representation of knowledge. 

■ Transparency in processing. 

■ The system is designed to discover ‘natural’ structures in data. 

■ In accordance with what the NRC says, there is clear potential to 
integrate visualisation with the statistical techniques that lie at the heart 
of how the SP system works. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With big data, the word “visualisation” means using static and moving images to show how data is structured and also how it is processed. [1] The US National Research Council says: “... methods for visualization and exploration of complex and vast data constitute a crucial component of an analytics infrastructure.”[2] They also say: “[An area] that requires attention is the integration of visualization with statistical methods and other analytic techniques in order to support discovery and analysis.'‘[3] The SP system is well suited to visualisation for four main reasons:[4] All kinds of knowledge are represented very transparently with SP patterns and with multiple alignments.[5] There is a clear audit trail in the way the system does things like unsupervised learning, pattern recognition, reasoning, parsing, and so on. It seems likely that such audit trails may be represented with static or moving images.[6] By design, the kinds of structures discovered by the system are likely to be ones that people regard as ‘natural’ and comprehensible. It is likely that these would also be structures that lend themselves to representation with static or moving images.[7] In accordance with what the National Research Council says, there is clear potential to integrate visualisation with the statistical techniques that lie at the heart of how the SP system works.



A ROAD MAP 
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■ Develop a high-parallel, open-source version of the SP machine. 

■ This facility would be a means for researchers everywhere to 
explore what can be done with the system and to create new 
versions of it. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an outline of how these ideas may be developed.[1] I believe it would be very useful to create a high-parallel, open-source version of the SP machine, hosted on an existing high-performance computer. This facility would be a means for researchers everywhere to explore what can be done with the system and to create new versions of it.The graphic shows schematically how things may develop. The SP machine would be derived directly from the SP theory and the existing SP computer model. It should have a friendly user interface and be accessible via the web from anywhere in the world. Users should be able to create their own versions of the system.Because of the system’s versatility in such things as the representation of knowledge and pattern recognition, it would open up many potential applications, including the big data applications described in this talk.



FURTHER INFORMATION 

■ www.cognitionresearch.org/sp.htm . 
■ Article: “Big data and the SP theory of 

intelligence”, J G Wolff, IEEE Access, 2, 
301-315, 2014. 

■ Contact: 
■ jgw@cognitionresearch.org, 
■ +44 (0) 1248 712962,  
■ +44 (0) 7746 290775. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some details of the Cognition Research website, the article in IEEE Access, and how to contact me.I will be happy to hear from people with questions or comments. Thanks for watching!
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